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SOLAR ENERGY:
power to the people!

With modern solar electricity, we can now be power
producers, not just consumers. The home office of
Peace Energy Co-op in Dawson Creek, BC, has been
100% powered by this 5,000 watt solar array for

E

very day, free energy pours from the sky. It’s
called sunlight.

The solar system, along with Earth and its sister
planets, will be around for about another 4 to 5 billion
years. Throughout that inconceivable span of time, the
sun will continue to bathe the little blue marble we call
home with all the energy it needs.
But not everything that comes from the sun is
good. Charged particles in the solar wind are dangerous,
but thankfully, we are protected by a giant invisible

the past 8 years: no pollution, no buttons to push or
maintenance, just zero electricity bills! The building
also features a Level 2 electric car charger, also
powered by this solar array.
force field generated by the Earth’s magnetic field,
which deflects these deadly particles harmlessly around
us. On Earth, our Star Trek “shields” are always up.
Ultraviolet (UV) light is also deadly to fragile
molecular structures like DNA. But now life comes
to its own rescue: green plants use sunlight, carbon
dioxide and water to make food and oxygen. The
oxygen (also handy for breathing) rises to the top of
the atmosphere and is transformed by UV into another
wonderful invisible shield, ozone.

EVERYTHING ON EARTH

electricity bills in eight years!
The solar panels first supply all the electricity
Other than the tidal sloshing caused by our moon and
some leaked geothermal heat from our planet’s interior, the building needs – computers, printers, kitchen
appliances, electric hot water heater, lights, etc. – and
the Sun powers everything on Earth.
Uneven solar heating causes air to move as then lets the excess flow into the grid for a credit on
winds and storms; it supplies the immense energy my BC Hydro account. Simple. The system has worked
needed to run our planetary hydrological cycle, flawlessly with zero care, concern or maintenance.
Peace Energy Co-op has now
evaporating and condensing, and
installed close to one million watts
thus purifying, billions of liters of
of solar across the BC and Alberta
water every second; and of course
Peace Region for homeowners and
sunlight drives the entire biosphere,
municipalities. The $5000 Federal
making all life possible, from the
Greener Homes Grant can really help
simplest blue-green algae to you and
with the bottom line for home solar
me.
(ask Peace Energy Co-op for more
So when we are talking about
info), but even without the grant, the
“solar power” we are actually talking
return on your solar investment is
about wind energy, hydroelectric
pretty impressive: anywhere from 4 to
energy, solar electricity, solar heating,
8% depending on the size of the array,
and biomass energy.
and as the price of grid electricity
The sun is constantly
forever goes up, that return just keeps
delivering about 15,000 times more
increasing.
energy than is consumed by the
entire human population. Estimates
GREEN LIQUID FUEL
vary, but it’s A LOT more energy
FROM SOLAR
than we can imagine needing . . .
Need
a
carbon-neutral liquid fuel
and even if in some distant future we
to pump into your gas tank? We’ve
need more, we just slip up into orbit
known how to do that since the year
a few hundred miles and collect truly
1800 when Humphry Davy first used
unlimited solar energy off-planet.
electricity to break water down into
hydrogen and oxygen.
ROOF TOP SOLAR
Hydrogen is actually the perfect
In this new age of solar electricity,
liquid fuel: pass solar electricity
everyone can be his or her own
through
water,
get
hydrogen (non-toxic) and oxygen
power utility – not just a power consumer, but also a
(good for breathing), compress and liquefy. When
power producer.
Solar power is about as green as you can get: burned the oxygen in the air re-combines with the
collect the solar energy right where you need it with no hydrogen, and voila! you get back your energy and
pollution or fuel, and let any excess electricity flow into your water with zero pollution. Pretty sweet.
While the sun still shines, unlimited clean
the local grid.
energy
literally fills the world in which we live. Let’s
At my business in Dawson Creek, I have been
operating a rooftop grid-tied 5,000-watt solar power just harvest what nature gives us….every day, forever.
system for eight years now, with perfect success. No

Let’s just
harvest
what
nature
gives
us . . .
every day,
forever.

